HYGIENE

scalette®

Nordent was the first instrument manufacturer to develop a series of hygiene instruments that combine the design characteristics of a scaler
and a curette into one easier-to-use instrument. Using a Nordent Scalette will save time during the procedure, space on the tray and will
reduce instrument replacement costs.
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Anterior Scalette N137M
Combines a moderate size, medium-reach sickle that has a blade width of 0.9 mm that tapers to a point with a universal curette that has sharp
cutting edges on both sides of the blade and a rounded toe. The curette has a 0.8 mm blade width and a 1mm diameter terminal shank with a
9 mm reach.
Handle Selection:

CESCN137M (shown)

RESCN137M

ESCN137M

RSCN137M

SCN137M

The Nordent #137M
The Anterior Scalette® N137M combines the
most popular Sickle Scaler with a universal
(double-edged) Anterior Curette that adapts
to all anterior surfaces. Saves you time, space
on the tray and reduces replacement costs.
Also available with a mini blade and extended
terminal shank version N137ML (below).

Anterior N137ML Long Reach
Combines a moderate size, medium-reach sickle that has a blade width of 0.9 mm that tapers to a point with a universal curette that has sharp
cutting edges on both sides of the blade and a rounded toe. The Long Reach curette has a 0.8 mm blade width and a 1 mm diameter terminal
shank with a 12 mm reach.
Handle Selection:

CESCN137ML (shown)

RESCN137ML

ESCN137ML

RSCN137ML

SCN137ML
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Posterior Scalette N135
Combines a long-reach shank and a thin curette blade that is pointed like a scaler to provide easy adaptation to both supra and sub-gingival
areas and excellent interproximal access. The mirror image tips have a 0.8 mm blade width set on 1 mm terminal shanks with a 12 mm reach.
Handle Selection:
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CESCN135 (shown)

RESCN135

ESCN135

RSCN135

SCN135

